2015 Chinese PC Online Games Market Report

Description: This comprehensive report on the PC online games segments of China's vast games industry includes a market size and five year revenue forecast for all online games segments and the number of online gamers. We discuss trends, analysis of our data from various proprietary sources, games rankings, regulations information, background economic data and infrastructure review, a look at eSports, a review of the market share of the leading game operators, and much more. 99 slides with 58 data exhibits.

Key takeaways from the April 2015 report on China's PC Online Games Market include:

- The PC online games market revenue grew 22% from 2013 to 2014
- Much of the revenue growth is attributed to higher demand for Massively Online Battle Arena (MOBA) games such as League of Legends and First Person Shooters (FPS) such as CrossFire
- Foreign game companies have had success in the rapidly growing segments of MOBA and Shooter games, while domestic Chinese companies dominate the historically popular Massively Multiplayer Online Role Playing Game (MMORPG) segment
- eSports are very popular in Asia including in China, and gamers look at high-profile professional gamers as cultural icons
- Tencent is the dominant PC online games company in China, with 37% of the revenue of the total domestic PC online games market in 2014
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